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This paper presents coded differential TR (cDTR) receiver that transmits extra bit by mapping information in K different orthogonal codes. The
performance of the coded DTR is analyzed and compared with the conventional DTR. Throughout the analysis, the performance of receivers in terms of
bit error probability (BEP), data rate and receiver complexity are assessed. The results show that coded DTR is able to outperform conventional DTR
receiver in terms of data rate maintaining the same BEP. Additionally, the receiver hardware complexity issue is discussed.
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Ultra-širokopojasni sustav s ortogonalno kodiranim diferencijalnim TR prijemnikom
Izvorni znanstveni članak
U ovom je radu predstavljen kodirani diferencijalni TR (cDTR) prijemnik koji mapiranjem informacije u K različitih ortogonalnih kodova omogućuje
prijenos dodatnog bita. Svojstva kodiranog DTR-a su analizirana i uspoređena s konvencionalnim DTR-om. Kroz analizu je dana ocjena svojstva
prijemnika u smislu vjerojatnosti pogreške bita (BEP), brzine prijenosa i složenosti prijemnika. Rezultati su pokazali da kodirani DTR uz isti BEP
omogućuje veću brzinu prijenosa od konvencionalnog DTR-a. Osim toga, razmotrena je i sklopovska složenost prijemnika.
Ključne riječi: IEEE 802.15.3a; interferencija između okvira (IFI); kodirani diferencijalni TR (cDTR) prijemnik; ultra-širokopojasni (UWB) sustav
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Introduction

Ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has become a
popular research topic in the field of wireless
communications in recent years. This technology is also
known by its other names such as carrier free radio,
impulse radio and base-band radio. It is characterized by a
huge potential in terms of throughput, performance and
low cost implementation. Although UWB technology is
not a new technology and despite its clear advantages, it
was, until recently, partially unknown technology on the
communication market. This is partly due to a fact that
regulatory bodies restricted the use of the UWB to a
limited number of applications which have been designed
mainly for non-public (military) use. UWB system is
based on the transmission of extremely narrow pulses (< 2
ns) with a low average transmitted power (−41,3
dBm/MHz). Due to short pulses used, UWB is capable to
achieve high data rates (up to 1 Gbps) while its low power
consumption enables coexistence with current radio
technologies without interference and extending battery
life at the same time, making UWB technology a very
tempting solution for handheld devices.
One of the advantages of UWB communication is its
ability to resolve individual multipath components [1].
That poses a great challenge in front of researchers - how
to efficiently capture the energy from all multipaths in
order to maintain a sufficient output signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) [2, 3]. In order to fully exploit the energy from all
multipath components, the paper [4] proposes Rake
receiver. At the Rake receiver, the channel estimation is
required in order to demodulate the received signal which
increases system complexity and system costs. In order to
avoid the channel estimation required by the Rake
receiver, a transmitted-reference (TR) receiver has been
proposed in [5].
TR scheme uses two pulses which are transmitted in
each frame, corresponding to the reference (unmodulated)
and the data (modulated) pulse. Receiver in TR system
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correlates data pulse with a reference pulse where
reference pulse is used as a template pulse. That enables
avoiding channel estimation and allows a large amount of
the received energy to be captured, despite distortion and
multipath propagation. However, higher noise, lower data
rate, as well as additional energy needed to transmit the
reference pulse cause negative impact on TR system
performance. Although lower system noise can be
achieved by averaging several reference pulses prior to
demodulation, as described in [6], communication
resources are still wasted due to higher energy
consumption (necessary for reference pulse transmission)
and maximum data rate limitation (a consequence of
inter-pulse-interference (IPI) cancelation procedure, i.e.
distance between reference and data pulse).
A different approach to overcome all of the above
mentioned disadvantages is based on the use of
differential transmitted reference (DTR) receiver [7, 8].
DTR uses the concept of TR scheme without really
transmitting reference pulse, but instead the delayed
version of the previous frame is used as a reference [8, 9,
10]. This concept leads to low-complexity receivers
which are capable of capturing a large portion of the
transmitted energy while communication resources, i.e.
power and time, are more efficiently used, compared to
the TR concept.
To improve DTR system performances, in terms of
increased data rate, coded DTR scheme is proposed in this
paper. Higher data rate is accomplished by mapping
information in the frame level coding using K orthogonal
codes. To prove that the proposed coded DTR receiver
outperforms the conventional DTR receiver, detail system
analysis is presented. Transmission is simulated over
typical UWB multipath channel model recommended by
IEEE802.15.3. Simulation results show that proposed
scheme increases data rate which makes bandwidth usage
more efficient comparing to conventional DTR system.
Although this paper deals only with the single user
scenario, the multiple access techniques such as time917
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hoping or direct sequence can be used along with this
method.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
describe our proposed coded DTR system model, UWB
channel model and we make performance analysis for the
proposed model. In Section 3 we present performance
comparison between proposed and conventional DTR
system. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
2 Coded DTR system model
2.1 Transmitted signal
In the conventional DTR transmitter, template
waveform consists of a delay replica of a signal from
previous frame. Therefore, information is defined as
amplitude difference between two consecutive frames [8].
Structure of DTR transmitter is shown in Fig. 1.
Transmitted signal of the i-th symbol in conventional
DTR system can be written as

si =

(i +1) N s −1

Es
Ns

∑ a j p(t − jTf ) ,

(1)

j = iN s

where Es is energy per symbol, p(t) is the transmitted
pulse waveform with duration Tp and unit
∞

energy,

∫p

2

(t )dt = 1 , while Tf

denotes frame time.

−∞

a j = a j −1b

 is

differentially

j


 Ns 

symbol and b

j 


 Ns 

encoded

information

∈ {± 1} is the information bit in the j-th

frame. The index i =  j / N s  is the integer part of j/Ns
and it represents the information of the i-th transmitted
symbol. To achieve adequate symbol energy in the
receiver and enable reliable detection, each symbol is
transmitted in Ns successive frames, resulting with overall
symbol duration time as Ts = NsTf. Since DTR system
does not require transmission of additional referent pulse,
unlike the TR system, in order to avoid inter-frame
interference (IFI) and inter-symbol interference (ISI),
minimum Tf must be Tf = Tp+Tmds, where Tmds represents
channel delay spread [11].

Figure 1 The structure of the DTR transmitter

In order to increase data rate and hence improve
bandwidth efficiency, differentially encoded information
symbol in proposed method is modified as

a j = a j −1
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,

(2)

where k i ∈ {0 ,1,..., K − 1} determines the i-th symbol
transmitted by unique orthogonal code where in order to
achieve orthogonality between different codes over
symbol period, Ns = 2K must be set as a power of 2 [12].
2.2 Channel model
During propagation between the transmitting and the
receiving antenna, transmitted signal interacts with
environment generating multipath components which are
characterized by different arrival time and attenuation.
Since UWB system is characterized by wide bandwidth
(around 7,5 GHz), wireless channel will be highly
frequency selective which means that signal at different
frequencies experiences different attenuation and different
delay. Consequently, standard channel models cannot be
used for UWB system because they are only intended for
narrowband systems where delay of multipath systems at
receiver can be ignored.
Based on the measurements that have been made,
IEEE 802.15.3a working group proposed a new discrete
indoor wireless channel model for high data rate UWB
communication. This channel model can be represented as
Lp

h(t ) = ∑ α l δ (t − l∆),

(3)

l =1

where Lp is the total number of available multipath
components, δ(.) is the Dirac delta function and αl is the
channel gain coefficient of the l-th time bin. In the l-th
time bin [lΔ, (l+1)Δ] one or more multipath components
can arrive or cannot arrive at all. The channel gain
coefficient of all arrived multipath components within
that time bin is linear sum to yield a combined channel
coefficient. Parameter Δ is chosen to be much less than
Tmds and it is set to 0,167 ns, as suggested in [12], so that
probability of pulse distortion will be greatly reduced.
According to different propagation conditions, IEEE
802.15.3 a working group distinguishes four different
channel models [13]:
- CM1: describes a line of sight (LOS) propagation
with a separation between transmitter and receiver of
less than 4 m
- CM2: describes a none-line of sight (NLOS)
propagation with a separation between transmitter
and receiver of less than 4 m
- CM3: describes a none-line of sight (NLOS)
propagation with a separation between transmitter
and receiver from 1 m to 10 m
- CM4: describes an environment with strong delay
dispersion.
In this work a discrete channel model CM1 and CM3 is
used since CM1 and CM2 as well as CM3 and CM4 have
similar channel delay spread [14].
2.3 Performance of a coded DTR receiver
In a single user scenario the received signal of DTR
system after passing through the UWB channel in the
presence of multipath and noise is given by
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Es
Ns

(i +1) N s −1

∑ a j g (t − jTf ) + n(t ), (4)

j =iN s

Lp

∑ α l p(t − l∆) is

where g (t ) = p(t ) ⊗ h(t ) =

d k' , j =

 j 


k'
(−1)  2 

∫ rj (t )rj −1(t − Tf )dt.

(8)

TI

the received

l =1

waveform, ⊗ denotes the convolution and n(t) is the
additive white Gaussian noise with mean zero and power
spectrum density of N0/2.

DTR transceiver symbol structure, when information
is mapped in the {1,−1,1,−1} orthogonal code, as well as
process for determining transmitted symbol in coded DTR
receiver is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows that desired
signal in decision variable will be nonzero only if
orthogonal code in the receiver is the same as the one in
the transmitter (ki = k'), otherwise desired signal will be
zero, as shown in Fig. 3b. Finally, code at the final output
with the largest magnitude is chosen as the one which was
transmitted.
The decision variable for the k'-th code and the i-th
symbol can be written as
Dk' ,i =
E
= s
Ns

( i +1) N s −1

∑ d k' , j = ε k' ,i + N k' ,i ,1 + N k' ,i ,2 + N k' ,i ,3 =

j = iN s

(i +1) N s −1

∑

j = Ns

a j a j −1

(9)

jTf +Tcorr
2

∫g

(t )dt + N k' ,i ,1 + N k' ,i ,2 + N k' ,i ,3 ,

jTf

where term εk',j denotes desired signal, Nk',i,1 and Nk',i,2 are
due to signal × noise component and Nk',i,3 is the noise ×
noise component.
According to (6) and (7), (9) can be rewritten as
Figure 2 The structure of coded DTR receiver

The receiver firstly correlates each frame with the
previous one and then integrates product in the interval

TI = ( jTf , jTf + Tcorr ) ,

(5)

where Tcorr is assumed to be an integer multiple of the
pulse width, denoted as Tcorr = LcorrTp , where

{

}

Lcorr ∈ 1,2 ,...,Lp . The integration interval TI determines

ε k' ,i + N k' ,i ,1 + N k' ,i ,2 + N k' ,i ,3
Dk' ,i = 
 N k' ,i ,1 + N k' ,i ,2 + N k' ,i ,3

as

for k i = k'
.
for k i ≠ k'

(10)

The mean value of the desired signal can be written

Tp
Lcorr

2
E (a l ) ∫ p 2 (t )dt , for ki = k'
 E a a
, (11)
E (ε k' ,i ) =  s j j −1 ∑
l =1
0

for ki ≠ k'
0 ,

the number of multipath components (the amount of
energy) as well as the amount of noise captured by the
receiver.
Result of integration is then multiplied by one of the

where E (α l2 ) is mean energy of the l-th multipath
component energy and overall channel energy is

 j / 2 k' 

(−1) 

normalized to be

orthogonal codes, as it is shown in Fig. 2,
where parameter k' defines the unique orthogonal code at
the receiver side and it is defined as k' ∈ {0 ,1,...K − 1} .
Depending on the chosen k' results of multiplication will
be
 j 
 j 
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variables whose variables are respectively
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In the j-th symbol, the correlation output of the k'-th
code at the receiver is
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{

}

Figure 3 Coded DTR transceiver symbol structure when a) ki = k' ∈ 1,−1,1,−1 orthogonal code is used and b) k i ∈ {1,−1,1,−1} and k' ∈ {1,1,−1,−1}
orthogonal code is used

(

) (

)

where p ( Dk '=ki ,i ) is the probability density function
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 Dk' = k ,i − E (e k' ,i )
i
exp 

2 vartot ,k' = ki ,i


)2  , (16)



symbol at the (k '= ki ) correlator output. Finally, the
probability of symbol error can be calculated as

PM = 1 − Pc ,

(15)

(17)

while, according to [15], bit error probability (BEP) can
be written as

Pb =

1

exp(−

p ( Dk' = ki ,i ) =

where vartot ,k' = ki ,i is the sum of all variances of the i-th

where W is the receiver’s front-end filter bandwidth.
As it is shown in Fig. 2, after demodulation the
detector processes K correlator outputs and selects the
correlator with the highest value. Using the techniques
described in [15], the probability of the correct decision
for the i-th symbol when the ki-th code is transmitted can
be calculated as

∞
1 K −1  K −1

Pc ,i =
K k =0−∞  k' =0 ,
i
 if k' ≠ k
i


(PDF) of the first correlation output for the i-th symbol
when the ki-th code is transmitted

2 b −1
2b − 1

PM ,

(18)

where b denotes the number of bits per symbol and it is
defined as b=log 2 ( K ) .
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Results and discussion

In this section, simulation results of the proposed
coded DTR receiver are presented in order to validate the
performance (BEP) and theoretical framework developed
in the previous sections. BEP performance and data rate
are simulated over typical CM1 UWB multipath channel
model which is recommended by IEEE802.15.3a. In order
to verify the system performance in NLOS scenario data
rate is additionally analyzed for CM3 channel model. In
order to capture most of the signal energy, channel delay
spread is set to 200 time bins for CM1 (Tmds = 33,4 ns)
and 400 time bins for CM3 (Tmds = 66,8 ns), as suggested
in [14]. Frame time Tf is set to Tf = Tp+Tmds which is large
enough to prevent IFI and ISI, as suggested in [11, 16].
The arrival time axis of the multipath components is
divided into small time bins of 0,167 ns and transmitted
energy is normalized to Es = 1. Receiver filter has onesided bandwidth W = 6 GHz and we assumed that the
desired signal passes through the filter without energy
loss.
To get the best system performances in a sense of
BEP, integration interval TI, defined in (5), should be set
to value where BEP will be minimal, what is known as
optimal integration interval, TI_opt. In order to find an
optimal integration interval, BEP versus TI is plotted in
Fig. 4 for Ns = 4 and energy per bit to noise power ratio
Eb/N0 = 20 dB, where Eb denotes transmitted energy per
bit and it is given as Eb = Es/log2(K).

Figure 5 BEP versus Eb/N0 for conventional DTR and coded DTR
when Ns = 4

Fig. 5 shows that proposed coded DTR receiver has the
same BEP performance as the conventional DTR receiver.
This is an important result since it verifies that coded
DTR, in terms of BEP, can be good replacement for
conventional DTR. It also shows that BEP performance of
both DTR receivers improves evidently when Eb/N0
increases. This improvement in BEP is the result of
decreasing the impact of noise on the performance of the
receivers when Eb/N0 increases.

Figure 4 BEP versus integration interval when Eb/N0 = 20 dB and Ns = 4

Fig. 4 shows that BEP reaches its minimum around
TI_opt = 7 ns. For TI > TI_opt, the contribution of the noise
component (12), (13) and (14) significantly dominates
over desired signal energy, resulting with system
performance degradation. Therefore, the integration
interval should be large enough to capture sufficient
energy of received signal, and at the same time it should
be as small as possible so it does not accumulate too
much noise.
The BEP versus Eb/N0 of the conventional DTR and
coded DTR receiver structures are plotted in Fig. 5. In
order to compare performances of these two receivers,
analysis results of conventional DTR receiver for single
user scenario presented in [16] for Ns = 4 are used.
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Figure 6 BEP versus Eb/N0 for coded DTR for different number of
frames per symbol Ns

In Fig. 6 the performance of coded DTR receiver for
different number of frames Ns is shown. It can be seen
that BEP significantly increases with greater number of
frames, Ns, e.g. for Ns = 4 and Eb/N0 = 19 dB, BEP is
around 10−4,3 while for the same Eb/N0 and for Ns = 256,
BEP is around 10−1. This BEP performance degradation is
due to more noise that is received by the receiver as it is
shown in (14). For the fixed BEP of 10−4, it can be seen
that around 1 dB higher Eb/N0 is required for Ns = 16 (K =
4, b = 2) is used instead of Ns = 4 (K = 2, b = 1). This
increase in Eb/N0 is quite low in comparison to the
increase achieved in bandwidth efficiency, i.e. data rate is
double increased. The data rate for the same BEP
921
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performance can be additionally increased by using
higher Eb/N0 and higher Ns.
Fig. 7 shows the comparison of conventional DTR
and coded DTR receiver in respect to the achievable data
rate for different Ns in CM1, apropos CM3 channel
model.

Figure 7 Data rate versus repetition factor for conventional DTR and
coded DTR and channel models CM1 and CM3

Coded DTR for the same Ns has achieved higher data
rate than conventional DTR in both channel models, as it
can be seen from figure. That is due to the extra bits that
are transmitted by frame level coding of signal using the
K possible orthogonal codes, e.g. when Ns = 16 (K = 4)
and CM1 is used, coded DTR has achieved data rate of
7,5 Mbps while for the same channel model and same Ns
data rate for conventional DTR is 1,9 Mbps. The
achievable bit rate for a given Ns decreases in CM3 due to
the increase of channel delay spread. Taking into account
results presented in this section, it is evident that coded
DTR receiver outperforms conventional DTR, since
higher data rate can be accomplished (Fig. 7) for the same
BEP performance (Fig. 5). Achieving higher data rate,
however, comes at a cost of higher receiver complexity.
Although receiver structure of coded DTR receiver is
increased, it is still simple as well as implementable and it
improves receiver performances.
4

Conclusion

Coded DTR receiver performance study has been
carried out in this research. K orthogonal codes are used
to transmit extra bit in the proposed method. In order to
analyze system performance of proposed receiver, BEP
has been analyzed over CM1 channel model while data
rate has been additionally analyzed over CM3 channel
model. Results were compared with conventional DTR
system. It has been shown that coded DTR receiver
achieves the same BEP performance as conventional DTR
receiver. It was also shown that the proposed system can
be used to transmit higher data rate than the conventional
DTR. This increase in data rate comes along with
increased system complexity due to more orthogonal
codes that has to be transmitted. Succeeding papers will
be focused on the different techniques intended to reduce
system complexity.
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